Role of Doppler Ultrasonography Supplemented with Direct CT Venography in Dialysis Access Assessment
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Background

Functioning dialysis vascular access is essential for end stage kidney disease patients

Purpose

To review the value of following a systematic DUS protocol of examination in DVA malfunction assessment. Through following this protocol, we will review the role of d-MDCTV examination in completion of DVA assessment in selected cases in which DUS assessment is incomplete.

Patients and methods

We evaluated 50 patients with malfunctioning DVA. The study population had been categorized into 2 groups; Group A (25 patients): was examined by DUS only, Group B (25 patients): was examined by DUS followed by d-MDCTV, using 8 channels CT scanner, with injection of 130-150 ml diluted contrast media into any accessible vein in the limb harboring dialysis vascular access

Results

Regarding both studied groups; different pathologies were diagnosed to cause DVA malfunction, (anastomosis/ venous thrombosis(17), anastomosis stenosis(5), peripheral venous stenosis(9), deep position of the VA(2), venous aneurysm/ pseudoaneurysm(8), branchouts(11), venous hypertension(5), arterial thrombosis(4), arterial stenosis(3), arterial aneurysm (4)& Dialysis induced limb ischemia(8). Diagnosis of these pathologies were almost well established by DUS alone As
regarding the evaluation of central veins for group B patients; 18 patients were confirmed by d-MDCTV to have a central venous occlusive disease; the diagnosis in 4 of them was equivocal by DUS. 7 patients were confirmed by d-MDCTV to have a normal central veins; the diagnosis in 1 of them was equivocal by DUS.

Conclusion

A systematic DUS examination protocol is the 1st line in DVA malfunction assessment. This assessment in certain cases is incomplete. We suggest that d-MDCTV can complete this assessment.
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Introduction

Functioning DVA is essential for ESRD patients. AVFs and AVGs, the preferred VA for dialysis, are problematic; AVFs have a high rate of maturation failure and AVGs have a short life expectancy (1).“Vascular Access Clinical Practice Guidelines of the ESVS” have been published in 2018. It included pivotal roles for diagnostic radiology in DVA surveillance & malfunction assessment. In patients with AVFs, DUS can assess fistula maturity & a treatable cause of the persistent immaturity can often be identified. Furthermore, DUS can also demonstrate causes of fistula dysfunction, such as stenosis, in poorly functioning fistulas allowing for treatment prior to total fistula loss. In patients with AVGs dysfunction, DUS can identify AVG thrombosis, the most common cause of failure. More importantly, DUS can identify vascular stenosis prior to thrombosis, allowing for potential treatment and preservation of the AVG (1). The introduction of a well-defined standardized DUS protocol based on anatomic and hemodynamic parameters facilitates the multidisciplinary management of DVA, its monitoring and the timely prevention of any complications (2).

Nevertheless, DUS has its well-known drawbacks: The diagnostic quality of DUS depends strongly on the experience of the examiner.

1- It provides no angiographic map for the guidance of further therapy.
2- High inter-reader variability.
3- Limited evaluation of the central veins because of its deep location behind thoracic bones.

If CVOD cannot be reliably excluded by DUS, additional imaging methods will be necessary (3).

MSCTV is the first choice to evaluate the condition of CVODs in hemodialysis patients. It can provide accurate evaluations of the conditions of occlusive lesions, which can be of great clinical significance to the subsequent interventional therapy (4). Designing vascular imaging CT protocols can be challenging owing to the non-uniform velocity of blood, differences in cardiac output between patients, and the effect of the different pathological states on blood flow that cannot be predicted pre-scan (5).

In addition, MDCTV has several drawbacks:

Use of intravenous (IV) contrast media (CM): In patients with ESKD the plasma CM concentration remains high for a long period of time. Such patients are at the risk of central nervous system reactions such as convulsions and respiratory depression (6). Nevertheless, The Safety Committee (CMSC) concluded that there is no benefit to schedule the
injection of the CM in relation to the dialysis program (6).

1- Radiation exposure.
2- It is not possible to perform a direct corrective intervention using this study. So; combined use of DUS & MDCT will significantly raise the success rate in detection of nearly all VA lesions, to be nearly equal to the diagnostic value of surgery as a gold standard (6). Accordingly, we tried, in our research, to follow & review these guidelines in commensurate with our available resources.

**Purpose**

The aim of this prospective study is to review the value of following a unified systematic DUS protocol of examination in DVA malfunction assessment & data prescription. Through following this protocol, we review the role of direct MDCTV study in completion of DVA assessment in selected cases in which the DUS assessment is incomplete.

**Patients and methods:**

**Patients:**

This study was prospectively carried on 50 patients, 31 females (62%) and 19 males (38%), with malfunctioning DVA. Patients were reenrolled from Benha teaching hospital center of Nephrology and Dialysis, within a period of 20 months, to our radiology department in Benha teaching hospital from January 2018 up to September 2019, after approval of the ethical committee of Benha Faculty of Medicine & after obtaining an informed consent from all the patients.

**Methods:**

We categorized study populations into 2 groups:

**Group A:** 25 patents (50%) had been evaluated by DUS examination only.

**Group B:** 25 patents (50%) had been evaluated by DUS study followed by d-MDCTV, using 8 channels CT scanner (HITACHI). 28 upper limb d-MDCTV examinations had been performed for 25 patients; 22 unilateral & 3 bilateral.

**Inclusion criteria for DUS:** patient having malfunctioning DVA and a decision is needed about surveillance of the current VA versus construction of a new one and about determination of the most suitable site for new VA construction.

**Exclusion criteria for DUS:** none.

**DUS Protocol:** B-mode in transverse & longitudinal planes, together with color & spectral Doppler facilities had been used. We followed a unified systematic protocol of examination in which:

1. We started by central veins examination, via studying the anatomy & wave form pattern of the subclavian vein (SCV) & internal jugular vein (IJV), and comparing them with the contralateral side. If the findings were equivocal, we recommended in the report further d-MDCTV examination to complete the evaluation.
2. Afterwards, we examined the arterial inflow, anastomosis & venous access regarding, their anatomy, peak systolic velocity (PSV), flow direction, as well as flow volume (FV).
3. As regarding to AVG, we studied the 2 anastomotic points as well as the cannulation points searching for stenosis,
4. in addition to measuring the FV within the graft.
5. If the patient suffered from limb ischemia, then examination of the arterial outflow distal to the fistula/graft and studying its flow direction and presence of any stenosis would be mandatory. If the flow was retrograde or very weak, we temporarily compress the DVA & re-investigate the flow.
6. The FV had been measured mainly along the brachial artery. Also, it was measured in the arterial inflow as well as DVA if uniform.
7. Illustrative diagrams had been drawn to facilitate the case demonstration for the clinician (case 1: figures 1-6).

**Inclusion criteria for d-MDCTV:** If CVOD was suspected or cannot definitely been excluded, or if the clinician asked for confirmatory data about the central veins.

**Exclusion criteria for d-MDCTV:** COVD had been excluded confidently by DUS and there was no clinical suspicion for it.

**d-MDCT Protocol:** A diluted 130-150 ml low osmolar, non-ionized CM (50ml CM : 80-100 saline) in order to decrease possible drawbacks of CM upon patient’s organs. The site of injection was any accessible vein in the dorsum of the hand or forearm of the limb harboring DVA. The imaged arm was positioned beside the patient’s trunk. Caudo-cranial 1st pass acquisition started at cannula level up to the thoracic inlet. None of the group B patients had experienced an allergic reaction or study induced significant vascular injury.

*Fig. (1):* Illustrative diagram for the case 1

**Figure 2** (Case 1): Female patient with malfunctioning brachio-basilic AVF: A) Spectral Doppler showing: Very week flow within the mid portion of the brachial artery (left) compared to normal flow within its proximal portion (right).
Figure 3- (Case 1): B) B-mode: Small thrombus within the distal portion of the brachial artery together with stenosis (Arrow) at its distal/ pre-anastomotic portion.

Figure 4- (Case 1) :C) Color Doppler: Bypassing collateral diverting blood flow from the mid brachial A. segment to its distal / pre-anastomotic segment.

Figure 5- (Case 1):D) Abnormal wave form of the ulnar artery suggesting steal.

Figure 6- (Case 1): E) Normalization of the flow direction of the ulnar artery after temporary compression of the dialysis access.
Results

Dialysis Access type: 45 patients (90%) have had upper limb AVF, 4 patients (8%) had AVG & 1 patient (2%) had axillary arterio-arterial graft. The overall pathologies demonstrated in both A & B study groups are illustrated in (fig 7).

As regarding both A & B groups patients; different pathologies had been diagnosed as causes of their DVA malfunction, as follows; anastomosis/ venous side thrombosis (17 patients / 34%), anastomosis stenosis (5 patients /10%), peripheral venous access/ drainage stenosis (9 patients /18%), deep position of the VA (2 patients /4%), venous aneurysm/ pseudoaneurysm (8 patients /16%), branchouts (11 patients /22%), venous hypertension (5 patients/10%), arterial thrombosis (4 patients /8%), arterial stenosis (3 patients /6%), arterial aneurysm (4 patients /8%) & Dialysis induced limb ischemia/ high flow fistula (8 patients /16%). Diagnosis of all those pathologies had been almost well established by DUS examination alone. d-MDCTV added in the confirmation of some of them and failed to demonstrate others.

As regarding group A (25 patients) study sample: the cause of DVA malfunction had been reached & well demonstrated by the systematic DUS protocol with no need for further diagnostic imaging modality use. Surgical intervention was performed for 15 patients & had confirmed our diagnostic data, e.g. banding the high flow fistula, ligation of branchouts & superficialization of deeply seated access (fig 8). 10 cases managed conservatively.

As regarding the evaluation of central veins for group B (25 patients) (fig 9): 18 patients (72%) had been confirmed by d-MDCTV to have (CVOD); the diagnosis in 4 patients (16%) of them was equivocal during evaluation by DUS, due to nonspecific SCV wave form pattern was nonspecific because its pattern was composite of the transmitted arterial pulsation (through the VA) and the right atrial pulsatility. As regarding to other causes of DVA malfunction than CVODs in group B study sample (25 patients), the diagnosis had been almost well established by DUS. d-MDCTV added in the confirmation of some of them and failed to demonstrate others, (fig 14), as follows:

- Nine patients have had venous thrombosis. 7 of them had been demonstrated well by each DUS & d-MDCTV studies; however, d-MDCTV failed to demonstrate 2 of them.
- Seven patients have had sizeable branch-outs within 10 cm from the anastomosis, 5 of them had been demonstrated well by each DUS & d-MDCTV studies; however, d-MDCTV failed to adequately demonstrate 2 of them. Raw data 2D images were better than 3D images in the picking up of those branchouts.
- Four patients have had venous hypertension that could be diagnosed by DUS study and had been confirmed by d-MDCTV (Case 2).
- Three patients have had partially thrombosed venous aneurysms or pseudo-aneurysms and 3 patients have had venous access stenosis. All of them had been demonstrated successfully by each studies.
- Three patients have had anastomosis stenosis demonstrated only by DUS study, but d-MDCTV failed to demonstrate any of them.
- One patient has had an Axillary artery partially thrombosed aneurysm followed by brachial artery total thrombosis diagnosed by DUS study. d-MDCTV succeeded in demonstration of the aneurysm and failed in demonstration of the arterial occlusion (Case 3: figures 15-18)
Considering surgery as a gold standard, which was performed for 80% of our patients, our diagnostic data were highly matched with surgical findings (fig 8).

Figure 7- Bar chart representing the percentile of different pathologies detected as a cause of DVA.

Figure 8- Intra operative image showing superficialization of DVA after its evaluation by DUS which was reported as “the cause of DVA” malfunction is its deep position”.

Figure 9- Bar chart representing the value of DUS study versus d-MDCTV in the evaluation of central veins for group B study sample patients.

Figure 10- (Case 2): Female patient with malfunctioning right brachio-basilic AVF: A) Spectral Doppler images showing equivocal wave form pattern perceived from right Subclavian vein compared to the wave from pattern of the left SCV.
Figure 11- (Case 2): B) Axial d-MDCTV image showing fibrosed right innominate vein with central catheter for dialysis seen on the left side.

Figure 12- (Case 2): C) Axial d-MDCTV image showing: Marked right breast edema due to venous hypertension as a consequence of abnormal drainage of the right brachial vein into the lateral thoracic vein.

Figure 13- (Case 2): D) d-MDCTV - 3D image illustrating the fore mentioned findings.

Figure 14 Chart representing number of Group B patients whom causes of DVA malfunction, other than CVOD, had been demonstrated by d-MDCTV (blue), compared to patients whom the causes couldn’t be demonstrated (red) by it.

Figure 15- (Case 3): Male patient with acute on top of chronic malfunction of left side radiocephalic AVF: A) DUS, B-mode axial& longitudinal views of axillary artery partially thrombosed aneurysm.

Figure 16- (Case 3): B) d-MDCTV- Axial image showing partially thrombosed axillary artery aneurysm (yellow arrow) posterior to the densely opacified axillary vein (blue arrow).
Discussion

In 2018 vascular access Practice Guidelines of the ESVS, Schmidli et al (3) reported that, DUS is recommended as the first line imaging modality in suspected DVA. If CVOD cannot be reliably excluded by DUS, additional imaging methods will be necessary & the evaluation of persistent arm edema after VA construction by fistulography or CT is recommended to evaluate ipsilateral central venous outflow.

As regarding DUS:

In clinical practice, the most accessible, relatively inexpensive, rapid, non-invasive and repeatable method of DVA monitoring is represented by the DUS. However, it is necessary to standardize it in order to be effective and represent a valid tool among the various specialists involved in the hemodialysis patient care (2). Therefore, in our study we followed a unified systematic protocol in DVA examination and prescription & represent our data in illustrative diagrams for the clinicians.

Surgery performed for most of our study patients confirmed our diagnostic data (fig 8).

DUS Limitation: According to KDOQI recommendations, clinical suspicion of the diagnosis should be confirmed by either fistulography or CTA. DUS is generally less useful (3). So, the assessment of the central venous outflow is essential, as the SCV frequently shows venous stenosis in patients on dialysis (8).

We experienced that, DUS is the gold standard in the peripheral vessels anatomical & hemodynamic evaluation. If CVODs cannot be definitely excluded, further assessment by other diagnostic modality is mandatory, because it is possible to completely change the treatment plan.

As regarding direct MDCTV:

Nan et al(4), concluded that MDCTV is the first choice to evaluate the condition of CVODs of hemodialysis patients. Direct or indirect methods can be used with injection into a superficial vein of the same limb or into the other limb, respectively. (9) Carefully
tailored protocols CT venography allows a quick, operator-independent, relatively inexpensive, and detailed cross-sectional depiction of the venous anatomy(9).

In Nan et al indirect MDCTV study (4), 60 hemodialysis patients with swelling of upper limbs were scanned by 128-MDCT and totally 80-100 ml non-ionic CM was injected into each of the patients via the peripheral veins of the contralateral limb. The monitoring point set in the development of the lumen of inferior vena cava.

In Baz et al. study (10), dynamic CT angiography (d CTA) was done using 64 multi-detectors CT scanner in a dynamic phase. The region of interest (ROI) placed at ascending aorta. 90 ml contrast medium is followed by 40 ml saline was injected in the opposite arm. In Soliman et al. study (7), d CTA examination was done for 30 patients, using same protocol as the previous study (10).

In our study, we followed a unified systematic diagnostic approach for DVA assessment, and as part of this protocol, we selected certain cases for additional d-MDCTV examination. This selection was based mainly on doubt about central veins condition, in addition to clinician request when he needed further confirmation.

In our study we performed d-MDCTV examinations for 25 patients (Group B study sample), using simple 8 channels MDCT machine & single head injector. Injection of only 50 ml CM was done which are diluted by adding 80-100ml saline. The diluted CM was injected in 2.5ml/s rate into any peripheral vein in the dorsum of the hand or forearm of the limb harboring the VA.

Our experienced d-MDCTV technique limitations:

• The arterial inflow did not enhance in this study & so the arterial inflow as well as the VA anastomosis evaluation was very limited. Nevertheless, we succeeded in demonstration a case of axillary artery aneurysm by d-MDCTV in the axial raw data cuts & MIP images (Case 3).
• The VA flow was faintly enhanced with CM, because the CM density was continuously diluted by the non-enhanced arterial inflow and this relatively hindering VA & venous outflow evaluation, especially if they are surrounded by multiple overlapping enhanced dilated venous collaterals. As a consequence, the reconstructed 3D images were hardly demonstrating the VA. So, demonstration of branchouts & venous stenosis was occasionally limited.
• Direct MDCTV always requires a venous puncture in order to inject the CM agent in the same limb harboring DVA. This is in contrast to the doctrine of venous preservation, where punctures of peripheral veins should be kept to a minimum, as recommended by the DOQI guidelines. Nevertheless, in our study, we followed up patients during & after d-MDCTV performance. None of our study sample individuals experienced study induced significant vascular injury.
• Radiation is an inherent risk when using CT imaging. Nevertheless, the associated risk of an increased radiation exposure is outweighed by the diagnostic benefits and subsequent changes in therapy plans for patients with suspected CVOD.
However, we also experienced that:

- Despite of limited ability of d-MDCTV in illustration of arterial inflow, dialysis access graft (DAG) & AVF anastomosis, its ability to demonstrate VA & peripheral venous stenosis, aneurysms and thrombosis is feasible.
- Despite of limited ability of d-MDCTV to perform corrective intervention immediately, when a hemodynamically significant stenosis detected, compared to convention digital subtraction (DSA) studies, d-MSCTV has an advantage that it offers information regarding not only the vessel lumen but also the vessel wall and peri-vascular structures.
- Indirect MDCTV & Dynamic CTA evaluate peripheral artery diseases much better than d-MDCTV; however, the amount of CM used in d-MDCTV is much less than that used with the indirect MDCTV & dynamic CTA studies. Also, a CT apparatus with more limited capabilities (8-detectors) could be used in performing d-MDCTV study. In contrast, one of the minimum requirements for more advanced CTA applications, is a 64-channel CT (5).
- d-MDCTV can provide excellent visualization of the central veins. The decision of surveillance of the existing VA versus construction of a new one is far most affected by d-MDCTV results. Moreover, the site of construction a new access is also affected by its results.

Conclusion:
Following a unified, systematic DUS protocol of examination & data prescription is the 1st diagnostic line in DVA malfunction assessment. This method of DVA analysis allows the possibility to have a tool able to share information and competences between radiologist & clinicians. Following this protocol, occasionally, the assessment is still incomplete, mainly as regarding to the central veins condition. We suggest that d-MDCTV, as a minimally invasive procedure; can perform this task & complete the DVA assessment successfully, especially with limited capabilities of the available resources. Furthermore, it can provide valuable information about the other causes of DVA malfunction.
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